
 

 

 

 

SUDF Statement on the end of Sham elections 

“Swazi Election makes a world record for the worst ever in Africa and world standards” 

The world must be still shell shocked, that in this day in age we still have a system of misrule hell bent to play 

populist games at the expense of a nation swallowed by hunger and poverty.  In the tip of the south inner most of 

sub- Saharan Africa, conduct reminiscent of barbarian times is still held high as purity of what is Swazi. The world 

stand transfixed at the end of Swazi elections, which have been running since the beginning of this august, if we 

are to look at what came out of it. 

On Gender, in a voting population of 650,000 people in which 65 percent of them are women themselves, this 

informs the sitting in a bicameral west minister British type of a parliament. In the house of assemble, where 55 

elected members of parliament sit at the mercy of the monarchy. this system famously termed these days “the 

monarchial democracy as per Mswati`s dream has only managed to (s)elect one woman as an MP.  This is a world 

record that, the Guinness book of records must register, depicting a deeply sexist, patriarchal yet backward system 

runned by a monarchy to ruin a nation so great and marvelous a people. This continue to perpetrate a thinking and 

deep belief that women as well the struggle for gender equity is just a chorus we can afford to sing at UN,SADC AU 

and EU so we can get  this funding and that funding as well as to look political correct in the eyes of everybody 

when in-fact we remain dangerously backward under this feudal caricature. 

On civic Education, Never has an electorate been this ignorant and pliable to any political predator who want to 

prey on them like jackals would dazzle in the field. Laws to regulate and stop the buying and selling of votes in the 

stock market of elections has dismally failed to help reign sanity as every Mp was handing out food parcels, beer as 

well as the fraudulent use of workers legacy presented as one`s work to lure innocent yet unsuspecting electorate 

to vote. The elections and boundaries commission (EBC) itself headed by Monarchy`s foot stool has not runned any 

worthwhile civic education to empower the masses into knowing basic tenets of democracy neither what elections 

themselves ought to be. 

This has cemented the views that SADC, AU and commonwealth seem to be progressively holding on of late on 

Swaziland, specifically on the 2013 so called “(S)elections”. The conventions and treaties which remain the 

yardsticks and bench marks in which the civilized world is building upon; are what the last absolute Monarch in 

Africa and arguable  the world  is trampling over and spitting on as just not worth following. Let’s us galvanize our 

power and zeal to corner this grotesque for the benefit of all Swazis and human race. 

By Cde: Wandile Dludlu 
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